Dear Family, Your child is learning about words that sound the same but are spelled differently.

• Some words sound the same but are spelled differently. These words are called homophones.

• Read the homophones below:

  eye - I          hear - here       no - know
  new - knew      one - won         right - write

• Then read the sentence and write in the correct homophone.

  1. My friend and _____________like to play ball.
  2. Do you______________the answer to the question?
  3. Our team______________the game last night.
  4. Did you______________what he said?
  5. I got a______________bike for my birthday.
  6. I got the______________answer to that question.
  7. The batter must keep his___________on the ball.
  8. Put the box over___________on the table.

Child’s name ______________________________________

Child’s signature___________________________________

Parent’s (Learning Partner’s) signature __________________
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